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INTRODUCTION

“Quit playing with them niggers,” commanded J. Robert “Bob”
Jones. “I didn’t invite them, but I’ve got a few choice words for
them.” It was a sultry Sunday afternoon in August 1966, and Jones
was addressing a packed house at the Memorial Auditorium in
Raleigh, North Carolina. More than 2,000 additional supporters
milled around the parking lot outside, having arrived after the auditorium’s 3,067 seats had filled; Jones and other featured guests
would later climb out onto the auditorium’s ledge above the parking
lot, greeting those supporters to reward their patience. This event,
the largest political gathering in the state that year, was hosted by
the North Carolina Realm of United Klans of America (UKA),
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), Inc.
Squat and square-faced, with a prominent scar across his cheek,
Jones was dressed in a shirt and tie, covered by the ornate, knee-length
green silk robes reserved for the United Klans’ state leaders, or “Grand
Dragons.” His three-year run in North Carolina marked him as by far
the most successful Grand Dragon in the UKA’s five-year history.
Perched behind a podium on the auditorium’s stage, he was charged
with introducing a long list of speakers, including several fellow
Dragons and the UKA’s national leader, “Imperial Wizard” Robert M.
Shelton. Jones directed his crude invective to a small group of African
Americans who had defiantly filled a handful of the hall’s seats, following a city council ruling that ordered the rally open to any member of
the public. State police interspersed around the hall, reinforced by 220
National Guard troops stationed nearby on orders from the governor,
kept the general peace, while verbal abuse from klan members and
sympathizers rained down on the black rally crashers.
Jones, gauging the significance of the occasion, wanted his followers to remain on their best behavior. Imperial Wizard Shelton,
the UKA’s most prominent figure, reinforced that message. Never
known for his dynamism—one reporter compared him to Art
Carney—Shelton delivered a typically measured speech, downplaying race issues in favor of a focus on their supposed root cause.
“Black power and civil rights are not true issues in America today,”
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Shelton argued. “They are taken-for-granted means of the international
communist conspiracy spreading frustration, animosity, and ill will.” Later,
“Imperial Kludd” George Dorsett—the UKA’s national chaplain, the biggest draw at the group’s nightly rallies, and, secretly, an informant on the
payroll of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—would offer the day’s
most “choice” words. “I’m fighting not for myself, but for the children of
America, to keep them from being raped, mugged, and knifed,” Dorsett
warned, prompting the largest cheer of the day. “We don’t believe in violence, and we’re not going to have violence, if we have to kill every nigger in
America!”1
The UKA organized this Memorial Auditorium rally to defend Jones,
Shelton, and its other leaders against pending federal prison sentences.
Throughout the preceding year, the US House of Representatives had conducted massive hearings on the civil rights-era KKK revival. Dozens of klan
leaders refused to turn over subpoenaed records, and now seven of them faced
contempt of Congress charges. Though the hearings targeted a wide range of
organizations, the UKA was by far the most prominent of the seventeen Ku
Klux Klan groups identified by House investigators. Longtime FBI director
J. Edgar Hoover noted that the UKA was so dominant as to be synonymous
with the broader KKK among the general public. By 1966, more than 500
chapters—referred to, in klan parlance, as “klaverns”—scattered across nineteen states retained an estimated 25,000 UKA members.2
The location of those klaverns was perhaps the investigation’s most unexpected finding. Deadly KKK violence in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia
had garnered the lion’s share of klan publicity, but the United Klans’ real
stronghold was in fact North Carolina, long considered the region’s most
progressive state. While governors elsewhere in the South sometimes stood—
literally or figuratively—in schoolhouse doorways to demonstrate their militant support of segregation, in North Carolina no viable candidate could
even consider defying looming federal civil rights legislation. But alongside
this pronounced moderation, North Carolina’s UKA boasted between
10,000 and 12,000 dues-paying members spread among approximately 200
klaverns. Across the state, newspaper editors, religious leaders, and other
officials denounced this UKA presence, regularly referring to the group as
“basically un-American,” “anti-Christian,” and “poisonous” to the state’s
interests, and characterizing its rallies as “revolting,” “deplorable,” and “sickening” spectacles.3 In the face of this opposition, however, the UKA regularly attracted the largest crowds of any political organization in the state. At
public rallies, adherents welcomed the sort of heated racist rhetoric that
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George Dorsett delivered during the Memorial Auditorium event. Members
proudly referred to their state as “Klansville, U.S.A.,” and such claims were
not mere hyperbole. As Figure I.1 shows, at its mid-1960s peak the UKA’s
presence in North Carolina eclipsed klan membership in all other southern
states combined.
The UKA enjoyed a spectacularly rapid rise in the state. United Klans had
initially formed in 1961, with members confined mostly to Alabama and
Georgia. Over the next two years, only a handful of North Carolinians joined
the organization. Jones took over as the Tar Heel State’s Grand Dragon in
1963, and his pioneering organizing approach emphasized the UKA’s public
face. By the summer of 1964, the Carolina Klan established a demanding
schedule of nightly rallies across the state, where they enlisted thousands of
dues-paying members. Held generally in cow pastures or local air strips, these
klan rallies resembled skewed county fairs, complete with live music, concessions, souvenirs, and raffles and other games for adults and children. Several
self-styled preachers and political theorists spoke in support of states’ rights
and the South’s segregationist traditions. Most of their rhetoric militantly
opposed the looming changes in the political and racial landscape, which the
klan rooted in hypocritical liberal Washington politics, the encroaching civil
rights movement, and a sweeping “Communist-Jew” conspiracy. Each rally
climaxed with a ritualized burning of a cross that reached as far as seventy feet
into the sky.

32
(8.7%)
192
(52.2%)

10 (1.6%)

10
(1.0%)

40
76

30

(5.2%)

(4.9%)

(8.3%)

57

50
(5.6%)

(9.7%)

27
(2.8%)

figure I.1. Number of UKA klaverns, and percentage of total membership, by
state (1966)
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By 1965, hundreds of thousands of North Carolinians had attended these
UKA gatherings—crowd estimates by the State Highway Patrol ranged between 200 and 6,000 each night, depending upon the location and time of
year. Smaller numbers participated in periodic “street walks” (daytime marches
by robed klan members and helmeted members of the UKA “Security
Guard”) and members-only barbecues, fish frys, and turkey shoots. While
such events defined many adherents’ klan involvement, a militant core within
the UKA also pursued more nefarious efforts to intimidate black residents or
white liberals through cross burnings, beatings, and shotgun fire.
The hearings of the congressional House Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) marked a turning point in the UKA’s fortunes. In the
face of the committee’s findings, North Carolina officials shifted their policing
approach. Wide-ranging suppressive tactics increased the costs and risks of
membership, sapped the group’s resources, and hindered its ability to organize. While the massive Memorial Auditorium rally seemed to flaunt the
UKA’s strength in the face of state opposition, in fact it signaled a last gasp by
a crumbling organization. The UKA’s state office began to shed dollars and
members far more quickly than it could replace them. Resulting infighting
and schisms produced several competing KKK organizations in the state,
which, alongside significant overall attrition among the rank-and-file, meant
that more groups were battling over the klan’s dwindling membership and
financial resources. Shelton and Jones began year-long prison sentences for
their contempt convictions in 1969, and the resulting leadership vacuum
proved a fatal blow to the UKA.
But for much of the decade, the Carolina Klan was a force. After more
than a thousand UKA supporters protested his 1966 speech, Martin Luther
King Jr. pondered how “the state that prides itself on being the most liberal in
the South can have the largest marches of the Ku Klux Klan.” Charlotte-based
writer Harry Golden expressed similar frustration. Everywhere he traveled,
incredulous audiences wanted to know: “North Carolina, the largest Ku Klux
Klan state? Is this possible in ‘liberal’ North Carolina?”4 This book focuses on
that puzzle, to explain why and how the dominant KKK outfit of the past
half-century emerged not in the militantly segregationist Deep South, but
rather in a state lauded for its southern-style progressivism.
The following chapters use the case of the UKA’s North Carolina Realm
to understand how the civil rights-era Ku Klux Klan in general reflected, and
often stood apart from, the politics of resistance, moderation, and capitulation that represented prevailing southern responses to civil rights reform.
Focusing on a single state provides an ideal standpoint for understanding the
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UKA’s appeal, actions, and trajectory. Organizationally, the group was a confederation of state realms led by their own cadres of officers, each of whom
developed distinct participation styles and recruitment strategies. Each state’s
financial and organizational infrastructure was in large part independent as
well. When, for instance, North Carolina State Officer Bob Kornegay was
sent to Virginia to serve as that state’s Grand Dragon, Bob Jones sent a letter
to his Tar Heel membership, announcing that Kornegay was “no longer with
us,” and instructing them to “refrain from bothering him with North Carolina
problems.” The autonomy of the UKA’s state realms was compounded by the
presence of more than a dozen other self-proclaimed authentic Ku Klux Klan
organizations across the South.5
The account here takes seriously the differences among these varied klan
manifestations, and adopts the unconventional lower-case “klan” label to
challenge prevailing treatments of “The Klan” as implicitly uniform across
organizations, eras, and locales. Civil rights histories have further obscured
such distinctions by focusing disproportionately on KKK action in protest
“hot spots” such as Birmingham, Alabama; St. Augustine, Florida; and various Mississippi locales.6 Widespread reportage of the klan’s visible—and
often brutal—opposition to civil rights activists in those areas reinforces the
tendency to view such cases as typical of KKK organization everywhere in the
South. However, even a cursory examination of existing evidence reveals that
klan groups varied considerably in their recruitment strategies, ideology, militancy, level of activity, and connections to mainstream political and civic
leaders. Focusing on the North Carolina story unearths this variation and
considers it in light of the interplay between the KKK and the local, state,
and national settings within which its membership thrived or withered.

Theoretical Framework
The chapters that follow introduce and draw on a mediated competition
model to explain the rise of the Ku Klux Klan in North Carolina. The model
demonstrates that the UKA organized most successfully where (1) white residents perceived civil rights reforms to be a significant threat to their status;
(2) mainstream outlets for segregationist resistance were lacking; and (3) the
policing of the KKK’s activities was laissez-faire, limited to attempts to prevent acts of organized violence. While federal pressures to desegregate schools,
workplaces, and public spaces transformed race relations in every southern
community, they hit hardest where white residents’ privileged standing most
relied on maintaining segregation. When the political environment in those
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settings also limited mainstream defenses of the racial status quo and rejected
hard-line policing of the klan’s presence, the UKA was most likely to thrive.
This model follows previous research that views the KKK as perhaps the
archetypal example of a reactive movement—one that mobilizes in response
to threats to the political, economic, or social status quo. It builds on the most
powerful framework for understanding reactive political action: ethnic competition theory, which suggests that individuals are motivated to join groups
like the klan when they see themselves as competing for scarce resources with
members of other racial or ethnic groups.7 As an explanation for many forms
of political contention—from riots and church burnings, to hate group membership and electoral support for divisive candidates—ethnic competition
theory suggests that when multiple groups vie for a limited pool of resources,
the boundaries that define and separate those groups harden. As a result,
individual members of any particular group more easily attribute their tenuous status to other factions, increasing the likelihood of conflict between the
groups in question. Organizations like the UKA exploited these kinds of
insecurities, attracting followers convinced by claims that civil rights reforms
unjustly threatened whites’ entrenched advantage in political, economic, and
social arenas.8
The mediated competition model developed here extends previous competition-based analyses in two ways. First, by examining how perceived competition relates to factors associated with statewide political cultures, county
demographics, local community associations, and individual social locations,
this account outlines and assesses processes occurring at multiple levels. This
approach adds precision to conventional competition explanations that focus
on how general, or “macro-level,” environments shape possibilities for political
action.9 Consistent with past research, this analysis of the UKA shows that
the general composition of states, counties, and communities defines the
degree to which racial groups overlap and thus compete for economic,
political, and social resources. But the argument here additionally emphasizes
how potential klan adherents experience that general overlap within their
local social worlds, through the structure and orientation of neighborhoods,
community associations and institutions, and interpersonal ties. Those mediating contexts shape the extent to which individuals perceive racial overlap as
a potential threat, construct grievances in racialized ways, and in some cases
view the UKA as a vehicle to combat threats to the racial status quo.
Second, this account explains how the UKA mobilized racial threat, by
drawing on concepts typically associated with social movement theory to
identify and analyze the processes through which racial threat translates into
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racist action. While competition-based explanations typically focus on when
and where threats emerge and view subsequent political action as a straightforward product of those threats, social movement scholars often seek to
understand how such threats translate into collective action. In that vein,
rather than assuming that shared grievances coalesce into coordinated action,
the following chapters emphasize the ways in which political contexts and
organizational resources mediate such baseline conditions—that is, how the
UKA drew upon, and often aggravated, racially charged environments to
mobilize thousands of white North Carolinians to act together to preserve
the segregationist status quo.
To uncover the processes that link the presence of racial competition to
klan action, the analysis here shows how the broad political environment
shaped klan recruits’ shared sense of racial threat. In moderate North
Carolina, where officials would abide by the Civil Rights Act, klansmen
could more effectively argue that only the KKK would offer an organized
defense of “authentic” white interests. The UKA in Mississippi and Alabama,
in contrast, competed with a variety of mainstream institutions—from
elected political leaders and school board officials, to local employers and
Citizens’ Council chapters—dedicated to defying federal civil rights statutes to maintain the segregationist status quo.10 In the Deep South’s more
expansive segregationist field, the klan filled a narrower niche. Also crucial
was the orientation of local and state police. By adopting laissez-faire policies that sent a tacit message of support for the UKA or instead by unambivalently and aggressively suppressing klan organization, police could shift
the stakes of klan affiliation, helping or hindering the UKA’s efforts to build
active mass support.11
This account also emphasizes how competition dynamics were mediated
by aspects of UKA organization, including the group’s ability to marshal and
deploy resources to build and nourish its membership. By organizing rallies
and other events to secure funds, drawing on social networks to connect and
align with sympathetic constituencies, and adopting strategies intended to
enhance the visibility and resonance of their appeals, UKA officials worked
to extend the group’s reach and impact. Efforts to build a sense of racial solidarity and collective identity around the ideal of “authentic whiteness” were
especially important. Crafting compelling ideological arguments that aligned
with their constituencies’ bedrock religious and nationalistic sentiments and
then using klan-centered rituals and events to reinforce such frames, UKA
recruiters sought to solidify a shared sense of racial threat among sympathetic
white North Carolinians.12
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